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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new method searching optimum frame synchronization codes is
presented. It is called “logical-sifting method”. This is a convenient method in comparison
with the exhaustion technique.

INTRODUCTION

So far, the exhaustion technique has been used conventionally to search the optimum or
sub-optimum frame synchronization codes(Ref. 1).But it is a pity that this method is
clumsy and very wasteful. Therefore, many authors have devoted themselves to
researching new advanced methods. In the last few years, we have developed an
improved methods, i.e. the logical-sifting method. The development of the new method
consists of two steps: (1). Conception,(Ref. 2). (2). Improvement and application,(Ref.
3,4).

DERIVATION OF THE NEW METHOD

The autocorrelation C(k) of a discrete or digital sequence {a } can be regularly expressedi

as:
C(k)= a *a (1)i i+k



where,
n=code length=1,2,3,4,......,
k=bit distance=0,1,2,3,......,(n-1)
i=1,2,3,4,......,n,

For the classical PN sequence, for example, B-sequence,m-sequence,L-sequence(in
narrow sense), etc., the expression C(k) is as follows:

(2)

For ordinary digital sequences, except the classical PN sequences, the general expression
is:

(3)

where, m#(n-1)
Equation (2) and (3) can be expressed by a matrix formally:

(4)

where                     (5)

(6)

Obviously, C  is the sum of the product factors a  in the diagonal of the determinate ofk        j,i

the matrix A . Consequently, we have a set of the simultaneous equations calledj,i

“Triangular Equations” as follows:



(7)

where, C =the main-peak altitude of the autocorrelation for a  ,0        i

C = the number k of the sub-peak altitude.k

When a   is a two-values sequence, i.e. a =1 or -1, we have:i       i

(8)

In the equation (8), m#(n-1) and m is a natural ordinal number.
On the basis of (7) and (8), if prescribing a limit of C  we can find the solutions of thek

elements a  for the expected sequence.i

For example, when n=11, and let

(9)

We can get a sequence as follows:
(10)

Fortunately, it is just right that the sequence (10) is a Barker sequence and only an
optimum sequence with n=11. Similarly, if the limit of the sub-peak C  is expanded, letk

*C *#m and m#(n-1) are assumed, we can also use the triangular simultaneous equationsk

(7) to search out a optimum sequence or several sub-optimum sequences. Because the
sub-optimum sequences have some diversity,we need to calculate the loss and false



synchronization probability of thesesub-optimum sequences and to consider the usability
for engineering, thereafter, the expected sequence can be find out.

Is there a much simpler method?

Yes. We can discover an interesting knack from (7) that the last (n/2+1) or (n+1)/2
equations contain all the variables from a  to a  of sequence {a }n. So, when a  is 2 two-1  n   i    i n

value sequence, perhaps, we may use the half-set of the equations (7) to determine each a  i
of the expected sequence above.

For example, when n=11, only the last six equations of (7) are needed,as the following
(11):

(11)

Here, it is the necessary to explain that according to the conventional principle, it is
impossible that the n unknown variables can be determined through resolving (n+1)/2 or
(n/2+1) equations. However,in some special conditions, there is some probability to find a
solution for the difficulty. As the variables a  are only two values(+1 or -1)here, we cani

use the “logical tree” and the “logical table” to determine the elements a  of the expectedi

sequence in broad outline, bases on the half-trianglar simultaneous equations just as the
equation (11). Then,we use the first (n-1)/2 or (n/2-1) equations in (7) to once again make
the examination for the primary selected sequences. Finally, we can determine the
expected sequence.This is the nuclear idea for the simplified method. We recommend that
this method be called the “Logical-Sieving Method” or the “Sub-peak Logic Method”. Do 
you agree? Or any suggestion? Dear reader!

LOGICAL TREE AND LOGICAL TABLE

The “logical tree” is composed of the following steps. We may begin with the analyzing
of the simplest equation C =a a  in the “half-trianglar simultaneous equation (11), andn-1 1 11

then recur it up step by step.



For example, let C =C =C =0 and C =C =C =-1 in the equation (11), at the beginning,5 7 9   6 8 10

we may take C =a a =-1, choose a =1 and sign it as a , and a =-1 as a , on this10 1 11   1      1/+   11   11/-

basis, the terms of C  can be determined by the logical rule. According to the prelimited9

condition of C =a a +a a =0, the unknown variables a  and a 0 of this equation have9 1 10 2 11     2  1

only two combinations which can be suited to the logical rules, (a ,a ) and (a ,a ).2/+ 10/+   2/- 10/+

Then , on the basis of C  and C , the new terms a  and a  in the equation of C  can be9  10     3  9     8

recurring. Keep doing in such away until the new variables in the equation C  are5

determined. So, the “logical tree” as figure 1 can be drawn up.
(By the way, if beginning with (a ,a ), we can draw up another “logical tree” like the1/- 11/+

Fig. 1. But it is equivalent to the figure 1.)

Figure 1. Logical Tree

Then, following the relations of the tree-branches, we can get a set of sequence as
Table 1. The 16 sequences in Table 1 are only the results of the original screening and do
not certainly satisfy all the conditions preconfined by the equation (9). The examination
must go further.

The examination should begin generally with the equation of C  which contains most1

terms in the trianglar simultaneous equations (7). If C  is satisfied, then other equations1

will possiblly be satisfied wholly or partially.

Hereafter, the examination is made according to the condition of C  too, and maybe2

C ...... as well until a sequence chosen satisfies all the equations. Sometimes it takes only3

one step.



Before the examinations are made on the basis of Table 1, to observe all sequences, it can
be found that the sequence S  and S , S  and S , S  and S , S  and S  are anti-symmetric1  8  2  7  3  6  4  5

with each other. So,when following logical Table 2 for the examination, since we know
their autocorrelation are equivalent to each other, we need merely to examine the four
sequences, from S  to S .1  4

In the past place,we use the condition of C =0 to make the first examination table as1

Table 2. Here,

C =a a +a a + a a +a a +a a +a a +a a +a a +a a +a a1 1 2 2 3  3 4 4 5 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 9 10 10 11

=0 (12)

From Table 2, we can see that those four sequences from S  to S  all satisfy the condition1  4

of (12). One of these sequences shall be an optimum code possibly.

However, the optimum sequence is just only one, so, the further examination is necessary
for sifting.

Second, we use the condition of C =-1 to make the second examination table, i.e.2

Table 3. Here,

C =a a +a a +a a +a a +a a +a a +a a +a a +a a2 1 3 2 4 3 5 4 6 5 7 6 8 7 9 8 10 9 11

=-1 (13)

From Table 3, we can see that the sequence S  is the only one that satisfies not only the4

condition of C =0 but also C =-1.1    2

If the examinations are made, it can prove that the sequence S  satisfies both C =0 and4   3

C =-1. Up to now, it can be completely determined that S  is the only one being the best4           4

code pattern with the code-length n=11 and just one Barker-sequence with n=11.

So, to use above logical tree and logical table, we can search out only one optimum code
with the code-length with which there is a classic PN sequence (or a best PN sequence)
and several sub-optimum codes with the code-length with which there is no classic PN
sequence. Therefore, these facts have confirmed that the “sub-peak logical method” is
successful and it is useful and /or usable in the engineering science.

By the way, the computation for the above mentioned sifting can be further simplified, if
attention is paid to the additional condition that the numbers of elements for a =1 andi

a =-1 would be equivalent to each other or their difference is only one, in the best PNi

sequences.Such additional condition can be used to exclude the unworthy sequences.



For example, in Table 1, S ,S  and S S  are all the bad sequences which may be1 2  7 8

excluded. So, we need only to examine S  and S , therefore, the calculations for Table 23  4

and Table 3 can be half about.

When the limit of sub-peak altitude of autocorrelation is relaxed, for example, let C  m ori

-m  C  m , (where, m,m  and m  are the natural numbers, which are equal to or less than1 i 2   1  2

n/2 ), the “sub-peak logic method” also has superiority in comparison with the exhaustion
technique.

EFFECTIVENESS

1. In theory

For the two-value sequence, on the spacial code-length set with the classic sequences
(For example, the B, m, L-sequence, etc.) exist, the optimum codes searched out by the
sub-peak logical method are just the patterns which correspond to those classic
sequences.

In other code-length set, by this sub-peak logic method, we may use the floating of limit
of the sub-paek, up and down, step by step, to search the possible optimum PN
sequences, if it exists. So, in point of methodology, this method may make a point or
would make good.

2. In Engineering

We can change the limit of sub-peak by the above mentioned method to make an
optimum compromise proposal between the following parameters (A). The error-
tolerance E (i.e. error allowed) in the synchronization code and the threshold voltage UL

of the synchronization recognizer. (B). The sum of the sub-peaks of agreement vector       
                and the applicability of the code pattern.
 
(C). The loss recognization probability and the false recognization probability.

3. In Comparison With The Exhaustion Technique

(A). The computation time is reduced. For searching out an optimum sequence with the
code-length n, the exhaustion method requires (2 -1) times lengthy search-programmes inn

the computer even if the revised project is used including criterions as follows: (1). To cut
out such sequences, when their autocorrelation are equivalent. (2). To cut out such
sequences as the code-weight G (i.e. the numbers of elment “1") beyond following range:



(14)

(3). To cut out such sequences that the sum of the altitude of the sub-peak for the
agreement vector beyond the range as:

(15)

The computation time of the exhaustion technique however is still very long, because the
lose and false synch. probability formules are very complex and very lengthy. But, when
we use the “logic-sieving method”, it is only necessary to do (2*2 ) (when n is even)(n/2+1)

or (2*2 ) (when n is odd) times simple logical-determination, therefore, the(n+1)/2

computation time would be reduced at large.

(B). The searching effect in equivalent generally. For example, nine sequences are
compared in Ref. 5, where the code-length n is 16. The S , by the exhaustion technique1

(see Ref. 1). The S  and S . by the “logical sieving method”. When the errors tolerance8  9

E=1, and the error-bit probability P =0.1, the error-synchronization probability of threei

sequences are almost on a pair.

But, the pattern of S  is “EB90”, and the S  is “ECAO”, it just is only an m-sequence1     8

(with n=15) plus one bit tail “0”, i.e.             , the S  is “F650”, it is             . S  and S9                  8  9

can be easily generated in the hardware.

CONCLUSIONS

In comparison with exhaustion technique, the “sub-peak logical method” or “logical-
sieving method” can reduce the computation time for searching out a optimum
synch.code pattern. So, it is useful in certain conditions. In terms of methodology, it is an
interesting method and maybe have somewhat theoretical sense. So, we want to develop it
continuously.
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